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The -English and Sptnish utterances of 19 bilingual .

preschool children wete sonitoted as they conversed with .

ezperimeniers. 4haracteristics,of the children's language'are
reported for a bilingual prestage (ezhibited.by the youngest subject)-

and for four developmental stagei,in Erglish.and Spanish. Theie
stageste characterized by skpproximatellf parallel.growth in
horizon al (structural) .and ifertical-(functional) development 'in both
leinguages: specific instances of conformity and nonconformity to this
rule of, parallblism are noted. The ability to differentiate between
the Iwo languages develoOed at about the age of three years. In
adation to repqrting research results, this report-discusseA the
problems encountlted in selecting subjects. (JB)
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The Study 6f Bilingual Langilage Acquisition

a

Research oyer the,last 10-years in the field of psycholipguistics has'provided '

much insight:into the'developmental processes of linguage acquisition in monolingual

children around the world (Bowerman 1973; Brown 1973i Slpbin 1971; Gonzalez:1970).

A Howefrp.the area of trilingual lariguage acquisition has pcarcely been discussed in

.the literature. It has been suggesteby Slobin (1971) that the study of language

acquisition in the bilingual hiid ma; ptoVide information:as to the maniareas of
. .

unexplained olmplexities of jthe formal:rules of language in general.

Psycholipluistic research with'Moho1ingua1 children has evolved since the

adVent of. trasformational -generative linguistics.(Chomsky 1957). Much ofthe .

reiearch pn the bilifigual child was reported hefore 1957, however. As a result,

this tesearch has been analyzed'and described inra very different manrier frmu current

research. Perhaps the Most classic study of bilingual language acquisition-prior
. -

to 1957 was.Ceopold's (1939,1947, 1949a,b) detailed'description of his Girman- e

"P

:English ipeakiin childe Leopold collected language samples over a period of four

years in a diary form.* Included iNthis comprehensive body of data were discusSions
A

of the context.of many of the utterances and chronological reporting of the devel-
.

: opment of yocabularY, parts of*speech, and soUnds. Leopold also included &Ili of
,

his own impressions as to the problems he:felt-his child encountered at she iearned

two languages simultaneously. Hovever, as th$s study is very anecdotal in nature,
4

there is no verification ofLeopold's results.. Consequently, the data.analysis is :

not experimentally valid as it cannot be generalized to'other data from bilingual

children.

In much the same fashion as Leopold, Burling (1958) observed and collected

..various language samples from his Garo-dglish speaking child ovr i period of two



years. Bytchronologically recording which,sounds occurred as.the child acquired

two languages simultaneously, Burling was able to compare the phonological

development of Garo and English. Slobin (1971) also reported a study conductld by
.

Imedadze Oho observed her Russian-Geprgian speaking child's development over a sei- 4

eral year period.

The previously cited research has dealt with the description o'f the simultan-

eous acquisition of.tio languages. Dato (1970) observed the sequential deOlopment

of the Spanish of filie children whoie English speaking parents had moved to Madrid.

The.children ranged.in age from four to'six years. bate r'eported that children who '
4.

move to a foreign country and are exposed to a second language for an eXtended period

of iime:are likely to'learn that s;cond language.

'Other investigatOrs^bilm looked at the question of sequential development or

"second language. acquisition" (VAlarand Bort 1074g Hitch.1974). These.studies are

.concerned with the natural acquisition of English among children with 40y1ng first

languages such aslOanish, Chinese, and French. The. Dulai and Burt,(197.0studY is

a cross-sectional nvestigation of "nat,9ral sequences" in-the acquisitionvf English,-

in piling children iho se first language is either Spanish or Chinese. Threediffer-

eht methods of: ana Ms. were used to arrive at A second language aCquisition

sequende for English.. Results showed that both Chinese and Spanish speaking

children exposed o natural English peer speech acquired in approximately the same '

order, eleven dif erent functors (e.g.,.noun and verb inflections, aukiliaries,

'copulas, and prepOsitions).

Regarding ttie question of second lanitage acquisition universals, Hatch (1974)

analyze4 data fras approximately fifteen observational studies oPiorty: second

p.

language learners, all young children acquiring English naturally. The firstlan-

ipage Of the childrenyaried, for some It was Spanish,.for others French, and another
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group spoke Japaneie. Hatch arrived at a number of "universal sequ4nces" in the

Acquisition of-various strUttures of Engliih (e.g., "all learners first use. rising
4 1

intonation as thOreferred question form, thereby avoiding inversion.") Hatch

notes thather iequences are genei.ally universal, even though individual variation

occuOs in organization of.rutes and orderpf acquisition.

.The most indepth study to date of the simultanedus acquisition of two languages

reports that learning two languages does not differ significantly from the acquisi-

ion of on@ language (Swaih 1973). Whaher or not-the child is developing in a

bilingual or a monolingual enVironments he uses'a single set pf rules, at least

initially, in the learning ofa language. Swain felt that'a' child WilQ learned one

or two languages did so-within'a particular "linguistic milieu", So as any child
. .

acquiredianguages Swain suggested that thereis ih initial stage of code m ing

found to.be univerial in linuistic adquisition.

The argument posed by Swain is based upon her interpretation Of a code as

Any linguistic sistem uired for interpersonal. communication...
-languages, dialects, and varieties of dialects are thus all .

examples of codes.,.in the caseof the 'bilingual'. individual
it is argued that the codes used and the switches made are

stmply more obvious to the listener:than in the case of a .

monolingual individual. To.,the user of the code, whether the_
code is a language, a dialect, or,a variety of_a dialect, it
ii not at all.clear that the .biliingual/monolingual distinction
is a meaningful one (p. 4).

In order ta comprehend Swain's propoial about bilingual language acquisition, one

must observe her definition of a code. IN \ .

. %sin also suggested that past this initial stage of code or rule mixingthe

rules of each lantluage the child acquires begin to differentiate. Thus, the hild
...,

6egins using a different set of rules for both of his languages. Consequentl
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this research points to the idea.that;bil.ingual 1àiivagè tdqUisition is 4 to.5'months

behina monolingual language'acquisition. The-rationale for'this point of view is
. .

. . . , . .

that the bilingual child hasmore tb acquire and differentiate than his monolingual
.

counterpart. Swain based.these.suggestions Upon her study of wh-and yes/no questfons
4

in bilingual (French and English) children. However, it must be noted that current

(

research in monolinguallanguage acquisition (Chomsky 1968;.qrown.1973) paints, out

that there are diffdrent rates of development for all language learners.

PURPOSE

This cross-sectionally deiigned study observed the language development of

19 bilingual (SOanish-English), dildreeranging from two years to seven years in

age. *The purpOse of bis study was tdprovide a more complete picture of Some of the
*

developmental processes that a child learnin .two languages gOes through. Cue:to

the scarcittof.literature and the smelt nwmbe of,children reported about, a move ,

iloomprehensive picture of childhood bilingualism wastdeemed necessary. The descrip-.

Ition should provide some insights into the psycho-sociolinguistics as'pects-of"the

ghild who acquires two languages:*
41
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Subjects.

*. Methods

From a pool of potential children,-19 bilingual*preschool children were

selected for observation. The 19 children includictone 2 year old-, two 2-6

year oldi, three 3 year olds, one S-6 year old; three ,4 year o14,. three 44

year dlds, three children between 5 and 5 years 11 monthie and three children
A.

(between 6 and 6 years 11 months..
7

The children were chosen based on the tollowirig criteria;
.

1) that the amount of language the child hei;rs in his total environment

consist.'of a ratio of'at least two-thirds English to.one-third Spanish

or two-thirds Spanish to one4h1rd Engl1sh.1, A

2)-that theamount of language the child uses.in hts total environment

consist of a ratio of at least two4hirds,Engl1sh to one-third Spanish 4n*..

k. .-tmoolh'irds Spanish.to one-third English;

3) that the children come from families of Mexican descept7 !.

4)"that the children be Sierhal enough to converse with 'strangers in Spanish

and in English..and;

5) that the children-acquire both the Spanish and the English language.4

sometime between the second-and the.seventh year after birth.
'

Information regarding the chi1dren't characteristics,is-to be found in'Appendix A.

Although socio-economic status was not specifically cintrolle'd for, all ofthe

children were from working class families.

.



Equipment ' .

6

Sony-cassette tape fecorders,JC-110, with Scotch C60 minute and C90 minute

tapes, were used to collect the language saMples. Each eipertmenter.alwrecorded

data by hand-on legal sized tablets. Recorded data inclu4ed utterances and context.

Toys, e.g airplanes, boats,doctor and nurse kits; telephones,,blocks drawing

-- 7 materials, picture books; etc., were used to encourage .spontaneous speech.

Utterances'

Depending upon the child's attention.spaniessions lasted 30, 45 or 60

minutes. To collect a representaiive saMple from each child ih Spanish and.in

English, a miniMum-of 400 utterances was collected in each language.. When.one

language was used more frequently by a Child, it was'necessary to elilcit more th%

tfie minimal requirement U'utterances in the more fretvently occurring language

in order to obtain the. minimum of.400 utterances in that language'which-pcourred

less frequently.

To standardie the.procedure of counting the utterances across subSects, an
.

utterance was operationally defined as; 1) a complete thought process; 2) a

,grammatidal phrdie; 3i'an incomplete phrase which expressed a complet0 thought, -

e.g. the boy was...(child stops talking and becomes interested in something else)*,

4) a oneword utterance,*e.g. dog,,perro; 5) a repetition'eliciteoy "hilh?",

.1."00m6e, or tftauG/H on'the-part of another individual present, which differs from

the ihitially,produced utterance.
_ 1

Additionally,\restrictions wet.* placed upon the counting process in order to

insure that the sa4le would be representatie of the child's speech. Restrictioo,
..,..

\ i .
.

whfr consisted of rounting certafn utterancesspertainid only'to the
1

\

.

- \

..

0



determination of the cut-off point for'each child. They were later included in:the

analysis of the child's speech. They are as follows. Oo not-count: 1) "1 don't

know", "Yo no sP, or "lo no sabo"; 2) imiiationsi. 3) yes,yeah., uh huh. sf,

/-
nail, etc.; 4) repetitions, following "huh?", "what?", Vc6mo?" or 0214.7" that'dol

not deviate from' the initially expressed Utterance. Count.as two utterances: 1) a. .

e

grammatical phraie'containing a long pause in which the temporal period.is great

enough tO cast doubt upon it being a single thought process; 2) grammaiital phrases,

e.g. clauses Which are'connected by "and", "e, "or",.or "cibut which appear to be

,

separa,Vhought processes. These would not include subordinate clauses, only

equal clauses.
. .

Procedures

.

- Four pairs of experimenters collected the language samples. Each per,

consisted of one Spanish-English bilingual and one.English monolingual: The bilingual'

experimenter spoke only Spanish and the monolingual experimenter spoke only English
4

0

during all interaciions with the child. *

The nineteen children were distributed so that three ppirs of experimenters

had five children ranging in age from 2 years to 6 years 11 months, and' one pair-
.

of the experimenters had four children ranging in-Age from 3 years to 6 years 11

months. An entire language sample for each chifd wae collected by the:.same pair

of experimenters.

The lAnguage sample.for Och child was based primarily on interaciion between.

the experimenters and child:- However, since the samples were obtained in the home

,in most cases, other people frequently interacted with the Fhild. as well.

,
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In an attempt to make these extraneous interactions as similar as-possible

across all subjects, a parent instruction sheet ,was devised. The parenist were !.

'asked to do the folldwing: 1) speak to'your 'child 'as natufally is possible;

2) please try wit td prompt your child; 3) if you, want to ask yOur child questions,

it woul&be better to ask questins like, *Tell us what you did yesterday" because

your child will probably answer these questions with sentences or stories; 4) if

your child talks a lot about sOmething for a while tkefore we come over, it would
\.

be helpful if youcould reinember it and let us know before we begin.the session.-

.,In this way we can, try to always talk about things which interest, your child.

6

ror the first session, before taptng any of the interactions betweeri-the
./

experimenters andhthe child, dh attempt was made to estabpsh rappoll with the

child in'order.to obtain a more representative Thnguage saipl.e. Once, it was telt

by the experimenters that the child was comfortable, the tape recorder was turned
.

on.. The, toys: were used to,. stimulate the.child to verbalize.. However, if the

children 'verbalized without the1 toys, the sesion Kis carried on without them.

Procedural guidelines were set for all experinenters: . They'were: 1) No

prompting; 2) Avoid asking questions that require a *yes* or "no"' answer; 3) AVoid

. questions which require a naminge or labeling response; 4) Repeat the child's.

utterance whenever possible so as to clarify itat the time of transcription,.

5) When the child does not speak clearly, ask for a repetition.

Transcription' 414.w

Same of the experimenters were experienced in taking and transcribing language

samples. So that all of the experimenters could experience taking and transcribing

language samplessthere were two practice sessions. During the first sessioh, each

to,
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group took a fiVe minute Spanish linguage sample.;nd'a #ive minute English language
. .

sample'from a bilingual child.- At this time, the otheig t4rei pairs observed thridgh `

. a two-way mirror. The second.session was_conducted in Orderto practice'transcri-

&. bing the langt'sage samples previously obtained. All ofthe experimletprs transcribed

a five minute Spanish and a five minute Enilfsh sample. The trans*ptions.were then

A third check on transcriptions"was carried outfince the lailguage%samples

had begun. Each group transcirbed a five mdnute English sample of one child from,

every other group. The same procedure was Carried out with a five"minUte'Sjianith.

sample. The transcriptions were then compared for accuracy. :

The language samplei of each child were alwaxs transeribed by thetexperimenters-/,

who had seen the Child using .both tapes and mites, taken during sessiont. 1..anguage

samples were.transcribed in two ways: 1) ki both members of the.pair.listenIng to

the tape simulatneously, and. 2) by each member independently transcribing. In the

latter caie.,1nost-trailscripts were then exchangeUso that both experimenters had

listened to each tape, in Order to insure' accuracy o# transcription. In this inanner,

most tapes were listened, to by at least two.people.. Typed transcriptions included

a context column in Which theexperimenters noted events which occurred within the

child's environment that were pertinent to the samples obtained. This column was-

also used to notate interesting Ohenomena in the child's language Oda were later

to,be used in dataanalysis. Only those Utterances of the people roireent

inLthe child''s environment (including the experimenters) which elicited,or

directly preceded the child's utterances were transcri ed.

.1b An attempt was made to transcribe every utterance nde by the child. However,

if during.theetranscription an utterance occurred that could not be understoa after

having been listened to three times, the utterance was considered unintelligible

4
.

.
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and was. noted in the sequence -of child's utterances as such. Utterances were

foflowed by "I", "E" and "R" to dentoe imitations, emphatic statements,and

trepetitions, respectively, where applicable. Mixed utterances (i.e. those containing.

-

elements of Epglish and Spanish) and utterances in which the language of child did

nat'conform to.that of the listenee; were underlined.

All experimenters met one time each week. The purpose o# these meetings was:.

11 to discuss and standardize procedures for taking and transcribing language,

samples, andl) to analyze the data.

(.

Data Analysis

0

Data analysis was subdivided into five parts: 1) primary category of. utterance

.(e.g. declaratiye statement, negation; question and command; as well as transforma-

tions, e.g. addition, movement, transposition);,2) secondary category of utterance

(e.g. sgbjeqt-ygriagreement, passive tense, subordinate. Allmbedded clauses and

possession); 3) Orts Of speech (e.g. nouns, pronouns, verbs, modifiers, preposi..

tighs);.4.Lover-regularizations, dealing with verbs and count nouns, and 5) mixed

. utterances. Parts of speech were noted as either being l'preseni" or "absent". The

"present" category was further subdivided into "always", "sometimes" or "never"

conforming to the adult norm. (See appendix B.) '

Seminars were conducted to carry out analysis. Each group of two age levels

was analyzed separately. That is, 2 year olds and 2-6 year olds were,analyzed at one

session; 3 year olds and 3-6 year olds were analyzed at a second lession; 4 Year

olds and 4-C year olds were analyied at a third'session; and 5 years to 6-11 year

olds were analyzed at i fourth session.

<

2
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RESULf5

NatiTal.language acquisition has been d cribed as a rule governed pi-ocess

which becogies mire complex as the child ma.ttlres. Brown (1973) suggested that at

the syntactic level, children-progress through stades approximating adult-type gfam-
j

mar. For exaMple, the utterance "Rick's gotng".may begin with a form such

"Hick go," progressing to "Rick goed," to "Rick gotng,."- and finally to tte adult

foriarilick---i-s-4pthe.or "Rick's going"Nenyuk-1969)._..11112,type of.rule goWerned

Plogression also'occuri at the semantic and pho.nological level's (Brown 1973; Clark

1973).

' While traditional research had focused on chronological agelas a criteria for

discussing languagedevelopment (e.g., Mearthy 1959 and Templin 1957),.recent

Tesearch in psycholingUistics BrOwn 1973) has indicated that although there

is 0 cofrelation between chronological age and Tanguage development, using age as

a criterion does not provide aRy information as to what the chiles language

development looks like at any Particular age, while determining which stage of,

language develoOnent the child i; progressing through at a VartiCular time does.

For example, Brown and kellugi (1964) investigated ihe relationship of' chmological

: age and language acquisition by-looking at'Mean Length of Response by age. By
-

observing three children, they discovered that one child had two work utterances. \fr

. at 18. Months of age; the second child had two word utfrances at 24 months Of age; .

. ,
.-, .

and the third child had two wort.utteranceS at 26 months Of age. The'mean age. of

acquisition, of tm word utterances was chronological age of 22-7 months. This age,

however, did not represent anyit'the tbree children and would not be sensitive to

the acquisition of a particular syntactic structure in any of the children. There-

gore, when viewinilinguage development, recent research indicates that a stage

el
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Orientation provides more information than does a chronological age apprbach.

In an atiempt/to clearly represent the data from this study, the language

samples were.categorized in two ways.. First, the language samples were separated

into Englishc:language samples and' Spanish language samgles for each4:i, ild. The

4P

reason for such 4 division was in attempt to determine the development and

relationship fo the structures in both languages. The groups were-hot identiCar

for boih languaqes. 4

BeCause of the cross sectional'nature of this study, it was not possibfe to
r

be sensitive to all developmental stages in the acquisition of English and

Spanish. For the purposes of this study,,then, the children _were categorizpeinto

four general itages of development. Selection criteria for thesefour stages, ,

were primarily based upon the observation'of increasing syntactic complex'ity.

'found in .the language saMples of the children studied. thus, the first stage was

theleast complex, while the second, third, and fourth stages began t6 more

closely approximate-adult type grammar.

.. 'Finally, itisimportant to note that although a stageoahilysis, and not ah

ageanalysis was-used, the childftn; iirmott cases,,groupeCt together in terms of

similar ages,(i.e., the 2=6 to 2-11 ear olds fell into the first developmental p,

stage, the 3 to 3-11 year olds fell into the-second developmental stageo-the 4 to

4-11 year olds fell into the third developmental stage, and the 'S to 6-11 yeae

olds fell into the fourth developmental stage). One of thechildren did not fit

into any of these staies. As a result, thii child will be discussed separately.

14
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Prestage 't (Bilingual)

The youngest child Observed was a female aged 2.0 years whose mother 'spoke \

English and Spanish and whose father spoke only Spanish. Thq child did not fit :

intO any of the four developmental stages preViously dedcribed. She had just

begun to produce languagtand,there was no differentiation between English ahd

Spanish in her production of orallanguage. The child's language production

consisted of lexical items from both English and Spanish. .The number of English.

and Spanish lexicaf ttems uttered did not appear to change during her conversations

with either experimehter.

In terms of horizontal development, this child was.bailcallyit a pretrans-

formational stage. Most of the language samples consisted of one Word utterances

with only a few instancei Of two word utterances. The structural form of her .

commands generally consisted of alkferb.

a. Ten.
b. ViTi.

The child employed two types of question forms. One consisted of a declarative

statement plus a.rising intoriation.

.a. Shoe?,

b. Esta?

' 'The second form consisted ofAhe lexical'"What?".or the phrase; "what's that?"
4

The.only negative item she produced was "no."

Regarding her vertical development, nouns, simple present tense verb forms,

and adverbs were the most frequently occurring lexical entries. To ynderstand the

semantic intent at the child, it was necessary for the experimenter to be aware

of all contextual cues (i.e., linguistic and nonlinguistic events) within which
%

the utterance took place.
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First Developmental- Stage

ENGLISH I1Ib

There were twcychildren in the first developmental stage aged 2-6 and 2-11.

Both children were males.whose parents only spoke Spanish. Transformational grammar

was beginning to emerge in this developmental stage. ,This.stage was characterized

by the general use of'two and three word Utterances.' Many utterances included a

verb Od.some type of.noun reliltionship (e.g.,..subfect-verb, igh7Obiect). Functor

wOks or-words In whiCh _the svtactic functions are more obviciii-thin their semantic

's

notionv_suc'h eimodifiersrepositions and-conjunctions, appeared to be iew

frequency words in the-language of these two children.' The children were observed

to utilize a limited yariety of strategjesor organizational schema governing the

combination of words in the formation of declarative, command, question and negative

structures.. The development of organizational schema of these structures 'will:be.

'referred to as the horizontal development. In thip: grdup.; of bilingual children,

mixed utterances were uietfrequently. That is, the child often disbined elements

of English and Spanish within one structure.

Horizontal Developmeni

The.declarative statements were generally in the,structural form of verb-object,

.and-tubitectwilblect.-- .- .
. .

a: goes the airplane.
O. I this, a

. Occasionally the children.used lukleckyeri-obJect structures in the formation of

.their declarative stiiements. These structures were usually complete in syntacttc

foimr4:42ompareda4adolt-model .
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.a. I wannipiay with theItrutk.
4

b. There's a horse.

Also the children prOduced a declarativistructure in the form of a one word

utteran6, particularly, in response to tluestions.

a. Mbnkeys: ,

b. Ducks.

. C. Mine. ..

.

.
t.

1
CS

.

' The word order of commands used hie,beth children in the first developmental.
. .

stage employed the iL41.-b-object fortn.

.
,

a. Give me.
°peon. .

.

Of)ten the children Used a single lexical item,which, in combination with the

context of the utterance,,seimed to- indlcaie a coeMand. .

a. Mine. (this utterance.seemed to mean "Give it to
$

me. It's mine.")

b. Outside. (Ibis utterance seeme4 to mean "Take me outside.")

In this developmental stage, the ch'ildren used two types of questions,

questions seeking Information and questions requfring yes/no 'responses: Information

seeking questions (e.g., those preiaced by whoa whai, where, why.how) weti U.* most

frequently observed question fOrm.".Theriyestion word alwAys.appeared at the-front

of the structure, and subject-veft inversion onty occurred occasionally.

Do-Insertion was nbt.evidenced in these particular children.

a. Who.4hat?
4

b. Where itgo?
c. Whatis it?

Affirmation/negation citiestionsor those requiring a yes/no response generally

s
consisted of a declarative structure or ofLa leacal item plus rising intonation.

7

a. Outside?
'b. Right here?

17

vo'

;
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Negatilie stateMents occurred very frequently in the lahguage samples of the

children in this deVelopmental stage. .The negate; statement consisted of a negative

word%(e.g., no, ar the modal contractions don't and can't).

` a. -No find.it.

1.don't want to.
-4:-. I ca* sqe it.

p.

Verital Development
..1 . . .

:.4ertical development conSists of the acquisitioh of Individual syniactic
%.

claies within the organizational schema previously discutted ?(e-.g. , development of
o 7 .

,

inflectiont of)ertN and nouns, pronouns,imodifiers, prepositions).

V, i
4 .

.4
V .

.

,....ubject-verb agreement. Although subject-yprb agreement appeare(in the *Ian-

* guage samples of both of the children in this developmental.stage it occurred

4

infrequently.

a. There s a horse and he jump.
:b. There he goes.

. Verb forms. The'present tense.form of the yerb occurred frequeptly. Mhile
,

,sregular past tense forms ofthe'verb were not obierved, the children used several

irregular past tense verb forms.

a. found'
b. got

The copula yet, form or the4different forms of the vert "to be", .c:My

ared as a Contracted part of the' word that it followed.

a. it's
b. 1'.im ,

c. there's

Some-present progressive vrb forms were also observed ln the langage samples of

4.

.At
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these two children. lo

a. playing

.p. going

Modifiers. Out of all of the language sampTest-onlyi few modifiers occur

a. big
b. hot
c. 'a baby- color

Pronouns. The children's pronouns were restricted to_the use of first, seco0,
.

and third person singulai' nominative case personal pronouns.

, 1

b. You

Ar One exception was the use'of the firit person, possessive pronoun "mine".

',Semantics. An interesting structure occurred in the-language samples of bbth
I

of the children in thi stage. The subject or the object frbm the main, clause

was repeated at either the end or the beginning'Of the sentence. This structare
.

appeared to be used to hiahlight the theme of the statement. This phenomena will

be referred to as focus.

.a. There I founii it; the ball.

%)
.

Second Developmental Stage I.

1.

3.

There were.four children in the second.. developmentat stage, aged 3-19 3-39

3-69 and 3-8. The parents of three of the chil-ren spoke only Spanish, while.

the parents of the fourth child spoke bOth English and Spanish. All but the

.3-6 yebr old child were. maies.
4
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The second developmental sta§e of the acquiOtion of English in this group of

bilingual children was characterized by struCturil expansion. Gener511y, sentences

were more complete in form than were the sentences found in the first developmental

stage. The children were observed-to utilize a variety, of strategies in the formation

of declarative, command, question, and negative structures. A wider variety of

functor words were observed in this developmental stage as compared to)the previous

stage. The ma n additions to this stage were found in the classes of prepositions,

conjunctions, a d articles.

Horizon 1 Develo

The declarativ

xelor subJect-ve .

/
I.

tements were generally in the structurdi form of subject-

ect.

a. AleYthifiliingo;)\

b. They killed tfitoIndians.)
c. These are the ldiers.

'Also, all of the cRildren in 'this stage ordeyelopment otcasionally produced
.

4ructures with the,word\ors, form verb-object. This sentence structure regularly.

?locOrred-following tt.le .samer 1 ar sentence wherein the full subject-verb-vbject
7

word order form occurred.
_\

a'. I'm gonna can my, nly dad.

Gonna call my dad.

b. He's-taking a bath.
Taking a shower.

c. I gonna make this.
Make this skyscraper.

fle

Lastly,-the children produced a declarative structure in the form of.a partial

sentence, i.. ndle,or clause (prepositional or adverbial).
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a.- With my.friend.
b. A fire engine.
c. Down in the Coke.

These structures usually were reTited to a preceding sentence that was uttered

44.

by an experimenter or a third person such as the bother.

The word order.of commands used bY all Children in this developmental stage

emPloyed the verb-object font'.

a. Give me it.
b. Move that ,book.

One of the children produced'a structure which contained the pronoun 'you" in the.

subject position.'

a. You put it back.

However; it was diffiOult to determine from the context whether this was a difierent.

simple command straegY, an emphatic cominandl strategy where "you was used for

emphasis, or Whether ii was a requelt strategy where the child intended "Willifou

put tt bid?"

In this stagt of development all the children produced question structures.

There were three types of questions utilized: questions requiring yes/no responses;

' questions seeking information; and questions seeking verification/affirmation.
6

Questioin seeking information were the most commonly Produced in this groupnrthe

common structural form of this tipe otquestion was'guestion word-verb-object..

a. What's that there?
b.- Uhy you no put this up?

The second tyPe of question most cconbnly employed was the question requirimg a,

.yes/np answer. ,The yes/no question was consistently, produced in the same structuril

form as'the declardtiVEN partial sentehca with.riavAotomatd.co.(cl*i20004verb-.

AobJect or verb-pbJect).



a. This-goes like that? ,.

-b. That's GooWs feets?

There was no subidEt-verb inversion qr do-insirtion found in the 'question forms of

this age grouli.

TheAhird type of question utilized Was -ill

.affirmation or the tag question, wherein the tchi
\

as in the deglarative structure and added at the
4 1

quistion-form seeking icnfirmation!Of their\stA'

a. Me too, huh Pina?
b. More for me, Okay?

Thenegative statements were the structu

question seeking verification/.

dren produced a partial stat46ent

nd*of the statement i'one word

eat colmonly used by the chi)dren.

the lTmitattons of the sampling

reCise nature of-the strategies

he samples did show that the

in this developmental stage. ilowi'ver, because

procedure-used, it is.difficuli to determine

used in producing negative statements. Nerir

children in this group employed all categories of negatives (no; notOnpdal
. ,

contractions, e.g.,,can't(don't; and negative wordsi e.g., nothing) and that the

primacy of any specific category varied with eaCh child. for eiample,.one'child was

never observed using the "no! foi-m, while another rarely was observed using 'unot"."

The general placement of negatives in the children's structures,wes Isubject.'negative-

(Iterb)-(object).

a: He's not talking.
'b. He's no talking like that.

c. They cannot catch-the cowboys.
d. They can't-take them in jail.

1

22
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Vertical Development :

21

Subject-verb adreement. libleEkverb agreement was inconsistet at.this stage.
.

a. He etts people. .

b. They eats people.

humbef.agreement was generally Present.tt this stagei-

*there. were a few cases where the noun did not agree in number with the article.
4 5.

Alpfloons.

Verb.forms 1 During stage two, a wider variety of vett tenses emerged. The
#

present tense was always used coerectly when it mos used,..

a. There goes the rabbit.
.

In addition to the use of irregular past terises found in the previous-development4

sttge, a feW regular pit tense verb forms began to appear.

a: And the man scared the lady.
'b. We went in a round thing.

-1.01, 44014

4

However, the irregular form of the past tense appears *most often in the form of

commonly heard phrases.

. a. I told you..
b. I found it.

Another tense which emerged at this developmental stage was the progressilie tense.

Inmost case, the form appeared without the contracted copula.

A. Mailing.. %

However, this.tenselorm was often ysed w4h the pronoun plus copula contraction

(élg.,hesf, they're, who's, I'm, and you're), combined with the verb +

a. He's sleeping. .

There Were a few examples of the past progressivOense. These appeared with

. the. phrase "I was."

I

23
at-
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' a. I was getting tired.
b. Istake a bath and was going on waters yesterday.

22

lite future tense was beginning to. emerge. :The.lexical items "I'll;";"will,"'

"could" and "should" were utilized in the future tense. However," within the -

context of the utterance, the futute'tense appeared to be lacking a time referent.

That is, it seemed to be uled as indicatigg immediate future inrwhich an action

would take Place almost immediately.

a. 111 help you.
.6. I could need another one.

f.
.

The eopula was 'usually produced ih
.

Occaionally, howeilef, the

5

contracted form with a pronoun (e.g., he's,

dt1

copula appeared-to be used with the singular

.Or.the plural demonstrative pronouns.

k a. this is your soldier.
b. Thosrelour's, okay Kathy?

Overoeneralizations*. Overgeneralizations first appeared in the second'

velopmental ttage.3' Generilly, these 'were verb overgeneralizationsle.g., .breaked,

ked, felled). However, there werp occurrences of noun overgeneralization

alb

.
foots, fbets)..

a. They breaked the house'.
b. And his foots. ,

0.5

..*Overgeneralization has beendefined as a systematic application`of a regular
rule which'is applied inappropriately to an irregular fool. for examples:in English
the irregular verbs are inflected for the past tense in the same manner as regular
verbs, producing such lexical items as comed; goed, breaked. , Another. example.ini

. English occurs in the development of plural nouns where such lexical items as childs,
mices, and childrens are observed. In Spanisheovergeneralizations often occur with '.

verbs in the present and past tenses. In the present tense, stem-changing verbs and.
verbs with irregular, first -person forms provide potential areas 6r overgeneraliza-

2tion, as for example in _gyp.. for ciigo,-puedemos,fiti. podemos.. In the past' tense
irregular verbs are infletted in -vregular manner, resulting tn such forms as hicio
for hizo, poni6 for p_so. Overgeneralization of noun forms does not occur in
SpanliKas there are no irregular noun forms, singular or plural.

,0
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Modifiers; the use of modifiers was more frequent ihan in the previous

developmental stage. Along with this a wider vitiety ,of descriptive adjectives .

were Used.,

a. I call my, my secret one.
b. No dumb things. . 9

Also, articles.ind absolute adverbs emerged in thfs developmental stage.

,

a. That's an apple. .

b.. You put it backwards.. .

,
,

.
,

In a fewpases, the singular article was used with a plural noun.

a. A balloons.
b.A eyes. .

. o

Pronouns. in'eddition to the first, second, and third person singular,

nominative case of personal pronouns.previouily Observed, the children in the

second developmental stage began to use first, second, and third'person plural nom-

inative (e.g., you, they) ind objective (e.g., you, them) case personal pronouns.

a. Loaf( at she.

b. 'I he pulled. .

4 Possessive pronouns also occurred frequently in this developmental stage. The

chlihrens.begin to use first, secondt and third perion singular (e.gi, his, her,

mine) And plural (e.g., our, their) possessive pronouns.

a. Those are mines. ', *

ix., Look my, these are mines.

Possession. As was already noted, possessive pronouns were beginninj to

occur-at this,developmental stage. Also, the,"s" was also employed to expre,ss

possession.

a.. A soldier',s jeep.
..

,

lauses. The u$ e of the adverbial and nominal'clauses emerged during this

deve pmental stage. Of these two, the.adverbial clauses were more common.
. .

.

e

4
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a. Nit it back, Rinas,where it belongs (Adverbial)
- b. Who Ase these fall in the water there? (Nominal)

Semantics `I

. 24
p.

Focus-was frequently observed in all bf the children in this developliental

'stage. -*

' a. They.crashed, airplanes..
b. And this, what is it?

, The developmental of cause and effect. relationshipt began to occurin this

t.

..;

e

bitage.of development.

a. The worm can't catch the .cowbdt because he slip in the water.
b. Give me it or the airplane's going to hit you.,

1

26
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Third-Developmental- Stage

25

There were six children lh this group; four males aged 4-3, 4-4;49 and 4-11,

and two fethales aged 4-5 and 4-6: The parents of two of these children spoke only

Spanish:The-parents of 3 of the children spoke English and Spanish.. The mother of

one ,child spoke only English, while the fathell spoke gnglish and Spanish.

beginning of the third developmental stage was characterized by the more ommplex

and frequent.lUse of odverbial and adjectival clauies.% Initially the horizontal

.devetopment appeared to be More .expanded than the vertical development. ,It was

not undsual, for texample, fbr a child to saY "That's where the train pass" which

includes amedverbial'clause, yet thesubject-verb agreement was not in the adult:

form. However, there was also an expansion of lexical items in manyi,areas of e

... vertical development (e.g: greater variety of adjectives, pronouns, prepositions).

:
Horizontal Development

The declarative sentences used by the children were-generally in the

structural form of subjedt-verb-object. Also, all of the children-occasjonaltY

'produced structures with the word ordr form*verblobJect.

a. I want to makeanother 'duck.
b.. Goes over here. .

Commands for the children at

In the structural form of ve

used the second person pronoun,

a. Make a. monster.
b pu1fInda page.

velopmental stage most-frequently were

word order.' Occasionally ihe,children

for emphasis.

Generally, the type of question used by the children in this stage was information

seeking .que4tion. S b t-verb inversibn begin occurring.more consistently in this
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stage. While do-insertion began to appears the main verb was conjugated rather

than the auxill lam ./
a. Why are taking all the toys out?
b., Where.get dress?
c. Why do he drinks -water? .

Secondary in tens of frequency of occurrancewas the yes/no question. When .the

. yes/no question was.ued,subJect-verb inversion occurred.

'a. Can you heai.niet -
b. Isn't this your babsit.

Verification questions were generally used by the children in this 'develop-
%

mental stage. Occasionally, queitions were asked which cbrresponded to the

declarative sentence model wittrakrtOng intonation.)However; they occurred

-* infrequently.
.

a, You like it like this?
b. Have to find a crayon?

Negatives for these children ustttli. involved the use of "not' or a mdal

contraction.

a: He's not scared
b. tdon't have any.

Tn this developmental stage, the use of double negatives first appeared.

a. But it don't have no leaves on.
b. He. dorist 'Woks like nothing.

, ..
The 'use of *no" for"not* occurred occasiónally:

ft.

a. He no go swimming:.

Vertical Development

Subject-Verb agreement. SubJeci7verb agreement .appeared inconsistently in

Ott developmental :stage. Often, however, the., third person present tense form

of the verb agreed yith the noun.

I.
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a. 'He eats these parts.
b.' 'Maybe he go with that one.

tfumbr agreement. Generally number agkiement appeared consistentty in tMi

sttge. Often, howevet, when a plural object followed °this is", °here's," or
. .

"there's," .the Verb was not pluralized.:

(!tii This,is his things'.
. ./ HereAs some spiders.

. ,
Verb formi. the chijdrensused.a greater..variety of tenses than were utilized,

in the previotis developmental stage. Time used most frequently were the present.

progressive, present, irregulir pastrmegular patt, and periphrasti; future;

Occasionally the subjanctlye and the, future tense forms were employed. The use

of copular forms Illumined cOnsistent in this developiental stage.

a. And this banana.
.b. I still gonna play with them.
p. What's he's writing?

.

Overgeneralizations. There .were occasional oy,ergemeralizations in the speech

of these .children. 0.3st of:ihele fell in, the. categoiy of- plural infleCtions

improperly applied, or tniroperly conjuiaied verbs.

a. I did forgot.
b. What biggers book.-
c. He gots a little bowl,-

Modiiiers. The children used a greater varieti of adjectives and adverbs

throughout tgis 'stage of deve"lopment. Many of the adjeatives used werellabsolute

a0ectives such as "big," and comparative adjectives, such as '"bigger." Also,

'mbsolute adverbs such as "now," and adve.rbial 'clause ch as "right here" were

used.

:

Both definite ant.indefinite articles were used- by the children at thfs

stage of delielopment. :The definite article,was used appropriately virtually all

A
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of the lime. The"use Of the ilidefinite article wai -not-quite as consistent.
. .

28

TTtWMflctIoIrbetweersingularand

the tistinction between "a" and "an" was inconsistently present.

a. A apple.
b. A balls,
c. An ambulanct. I.

,

Pronouns. There was occasional confusion'between Subject and object.pronouns,

but for the most4eart the use..of these pronouns. contained to the adult norm.

.

a. ti), mother.made it.

b. You dropped her.
c.. They'iv getting fixed up.

Possession. The possessive pronoun was the most frequently used coristruction

S'

for showtng possession. Less fregRent was thd use of "1" constructions.

a. They're nky father's.;.
b. Is this yourt?

Clauses. The children in this developmental stage began to *use clauses With'

great frequency, 'They were varied and cbmplex. Adverbikl clauses andi adjectival

-clauses were found .in the speech of these children most often. However, relative

clauses were also present,

.a. When you push it down, it pops.
b. You:be the lady that's sick.

Semantics. Although focus was-present, it was not frequently us9d by.these

children.

a. The wtngs, where are they?
br. It got broke, the boat.

.
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-:There were. five children in the fourth developmental st ge. Three were

femalei ied 5S,56, ahd--6--yars Ift-d; and. to -were males ed-t years and 6-1 ,

years. ',The parents of three of these children spoke English aid'Spanish. The

ins:ents of iihe other two children only -spokeSpanish. The 1A-niutige of the

children it) the fourth developmental stage most cl'osely approXimated the' aciplt

model, Botii horizontal and vertical development-were more expanded;
f

Horizontal Development.

SubJect:verb-object, verb-obiect, or ,subiect-verb word orders comPrised,the

declaritive statement forms.

a. He fits' right here.
b. Gonna put, the clock.
c. I know.

Also, the children produced partial _declarative statements in the' structural

form of a noun or clause (adverbial or prepositional.). _Generally thesi, structures
1

related-to a preceding sentence :that was uttered by .the experimenter or a third,

person.,
-?

a .- A. vizi ndow.
b. For the train.
C. Right away.

4..

_Commands were_ typically of the syntactic form of verb-obJect word-order.
- .

Usually, the complement consisted of a noun or pronoun plus.an adverbial phrase.

a. Leaves it there,.
b. ilake it more louder.

Occasionallyt the .second person pronoun

position in comand structures in an of the.-

"you" was observed,in the

children for emphasis.

subject



You stay over theiec,
YE have to put that4way dyer there.

All'of the children in this stage used a variety of'question forms. These

forms included information seeking guestiOnii.:Yet/hoinititions, and7quIttons:

seeking verificatioh. 'Although all of these.forms were ObseNed at var%us.times,

the first .two types appearedhmost prevalently. In the information seeking

questions, Wh-'preposing appeared.in'ill cases. Do-insertion.and vbject-verb

Inversion were not always present, particularly in the "wherequestion:

a, How cov1d you do something like that?
b. Where this go?

Why you don't bring this?:

In questions.requiring a,yei/no ansifer,subJectnverkinversio4 waS almost

always present.% all children in this developmental stage.. Do-insertion

appeared %consistently.
.*

0 3

a. Can we take these.off?
. b. Want to be a doctor?

-.7,- . .

While the,phildren Wire.frequently utilized the structural form verb-mpleot-obiect

for questions requiring'a yes/no response, the declarative structural form plut

ifitonatIon Was used much lesi frequently in this develoOmental stage than

In previous developmental stages4 The'veiffication questions.appeared sporadically

in the language samples of .iome of the children in this developmental stage.' .

That is, this question form not *only appeared infrequently, 'hut was not utilized

by-all of.the children in this.deveiopmental stage, f

a, This won't fit, see?
b. I'm the Indian, okay?

In this developmental itage, the children were observed to utilize an

increased number pf.negative lexical items.such as "nobody,","none," °shouldn't,"
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in addition to the negative 4)124 previously observed. Generally; the word order,-
.

for the negative statement was subject-negative word-object.

a.* I didn't go te schoo
b. -I can't-read-1 .--

However, smile of the children used a negative- word in a different pari of the
.

, utterance. ,

4. We petter no to 'go:dancing..
- b. He's saying just nothing. .,

\ Also, all of the childrenllsed several structurethich included double negOives.

a. I don't got nothing. ,

b. Don't never get out of my gat'age, nky house.

0
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Theie wai one .chilti Inthe iir'7;t developmental -stig-e. This child was. a mile

aged 2-6 whose pare9ts spoke almosf all Spanish. As was observed in the first N1,44

developmental stage of.English, transformational greaser was beginning to emerge.

This stage wasigenerally characterized by,the use of two and three word utterances

which centered around the verb. The use of functor words was very infrequent in

the language of this chiltl. He was observed to employ a limited yariety of

strategies-in--the-production of detlarative, connand., question, and negative

statements. There was a lack of differentiation of English and Spanish in response

to the Spanish-speaking experimenter.

Horizontal Development

The declarative''statements %ere generally in the structural foris of verb-

pidect, or a partial Senteilce (e.g.,noun or prepositional phrase). The pirtial

sentences were usually related to a preceding Statement of another person.

a. Quiero otra
b. A esta senora.

.Also the child in this developmental, stage less frequently produced structures

with the word qder form, iubl*trverb-obiect and'verb only.

a. Yo oiler° pancakes.
b. Se quebre.

D4Casionally, the Child 'Produced declarative statements With thesitructural

"form of subiectf.object.

,a. Este yours. w

- Kul( est).

.%



This child'p use,of commands was limited. -The commands were regularly

affirmative informal commands. Object pronouns occurred very infrequently.

Verb-obJect vas the most connonly used strudture for commands.

a. .Dimela asta.
b. .Pone dste.

IL I
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Occasionally, the child was observed to utPize the structural fori of subjectr:

verb. -object for commands.
.4

. a. Ta con
4 . -

In this developmental stage, tbe child'used tc(types of questions., information

seeiing'questiont (e.g. those prefaced by qua, dde, quidn, dual, .40mo,,para qua

.por qua) and questions requiring st/no* responses. -Affirmative/negative question's,

or those requiring.p st/no response, always consisted of a declarative statement

t

statement..

az1,. No cabi.

or a lexidal item.plus rising intonation and were thebOtt frequently observed-

question form.

a. lEste otrot .

-b, 'Mon manos?.,

10 qnly four instances didothe child produce information seeking question's' (e.g.

4r

/06110e4stfl was produced three times and 446 es? only once).
'4

The negatiwi structure consisted *of the negative word "no" plus declaritle7Th
A

,. b: No_se murid.
. .

,
,

.

Vertical Development

SubJect-verb agreement. Subject-verb agreement was always present.

. a. Yo quidrilcabe
b.. Aquf esti otra.

r.



Verb forms. .The child was beginning to use present preterit and periphrastic

(i.e. a conjugated form of "ir" plus "a(plus einfinitive) veib forms.

a. Quiero una.
se,quObra__

c. La voy a jugar abajo

Modifier-noun agreement. Although mOdifierswere infrequently used, they

alwaY agreed with the noUn.

a. 1rà el gusano.'
b. LUna tortilla? '

c. Unas canicas.

Howevere.when the child referred back to an object not specifically mentioned

within the utterance, there,was not Medifier-noun agreement.

a. Una pon in (referring to gusano).
b. LUno? (riferrtng to tortilla)

Object pronouns. Tbe direct objoct pronouns appeared to be emerging in this

developmental stage. However there were only two examples observed in the language,

samples of this child. e
a. Ponle tOto Ponlo td (latter is-a self-correction). ,

b. Lo pon 6sta (should be_Ponla 6sta). .

In both examples, there was confusion as to the correct placement of the pronoun

within the structure as. wellas.confusion as to the correct pronoun fora (e.g.,

le vs.- lo).

Possession. The only forms used to show possession were possessive pronouns.

a: Es mi6.
b. Son tuyas.
c. MI mano.

:3 6
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Selcond Developmental Stage . i

35

There were four children in this developmental stage, aged. 2,6, 3-1, 3-3, and

,The parents of three of the children spoke'onlySpantshm while the parents

of the fourth child spoke English an.0 Spanish. All of the 4hildren but*the 376

year 'old ciiild were male.:

. . The second'deVelopmental stage within this group of bilingual children was

tt rac erized by structural expansion. Greater variety wa noted in the syntactic

structuies utilized in detlarative statements and qu'estion . Coumand forms were

1

more elaborate with the addition of direct object pronoun**. A greater frequency

of negative

this stage,

ad'

commands were observed than- in the previous developmental stage. At

the childrel; produced clauses to express cauSe and effect. relationships. ,

.
i .

,

In these clauses. the Use of the subjunctive-began to appear.
, .

Horizontal Development

The declarative statements used,hy this group of ehildien exhibited a wide .4

variety of syntactic structutes, ,The declarative Siatements generally, were in the
r

4. structural form of verb-object or subjeci-verb-object.

a. Ya quebr6 algo.
b. Yo tengo uno de esos.

. Also, all of the children in this stage of develOpment often used structUres

containing only a Verb..

a. Se cay6.
b. Andan corriendo.

et'

As was observed in the previous stage, the children produced a declarative

structure in the form of a partial sentence whichorelated to the preceding utterance

produced by another person.

Y
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a. Y ahora esto.
b. Tambien estos y estos.

The children provided appropriate vetb inflections for the comnand form,

however none of the children consistently used formal or familiar comiand forms.

*Generally, ihe veib formifor #orial and iimitiar ammandi

ably by the children, eileg,though.they wer4 able to consistently differentiate :

between the uie of !ta" andNusted" in declarititie statements. -At this stage of 4

develoOment, the childrelswere using direct object pronouns attiched to the.end

of the'affirmative cohmand verb form.

a. P6ngalo aqui.
- b. Oyes lava la mano a 61.

Negative commihds werellso observedr although infrequently.- They were prodUced

with the direct object pronouns preceding the verb.

a. NO lo meta aqui.
b. No ensucie con Iste.

Two types of questions were used by the children in this developmental stage,

information seeking questions and questions requiring a 31'no response. Information

seeking questions were themost frequently observed question form. The quesiion

worcialways appeared at,the beginning of the utterance and Mo subject7verb

inversion was observedt
A

a: LQué Paso ac6?
b. LAdonde vamps?

The si/nb questions consisted of a declarative statement.plus rising intonatton.

a. aekbajo alli al agua?;
b. iEstsi quebrado?

The least romonly produced question form in these children was 'the tag question.

a. Aqui hay un pljaro eh-mami?
b. Es policta, verdad?

s
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All but one df the children in this stage produced negative statements... IA

s. general, these were of the form (subject)-no-verb.

' 'a. Este no es carro.
b. No quiero'este.'

One-child utilized a double negative-construction.

a. No hey nadie allf.
at.7

1.

Vertical Develowent

Subject-veri agreement. Subject-verb agreement was generally consistent at

this stage.'

a. Van i.apagar'un luz (van referred to bomberos)

TO-telo Ilevastes.

°However there were occasional excepttons.

a. EstS comiendo plitano (where "you is the understood subject).

Verb forms. The children of this group uted present, preterit, periphrastic

future, present progressive verb forms.

a. Ahorita van a ir allS.
b. Estaba mt teacher boy.
c. Vo a hacer la cabeza.

:d. Es haciendo un,
A

,

In, additioit two'children.used the imperfect and the past perfect verb form.

a. Estaba eteacher hoy, 01 tenfa un Big Jim.
b. Se han ido.

In the subjOnctive, present verb forms were used by theee of the four subject.

a. PSnque se muera.

Overgeneralizations. Overgeneralizations were occasionally observed in the

language samples of these children. The majority of the overgeneralizations occurred

.14

.ivith verb forms.

39
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a. Me cayo. Should beme caigo")
. b. Ponger. Should be sfponer")

c. Puedemos. Should be "podemos")

,--- Modifier-noun agreement; -Numberand gender-kgreement between adjectives. and

nouns was generallypresent. However, adjectives are not frequently used.

a.)No quiero ver este libro.
b. Chiquitos. (referring to "pescados")

OccasionaNy, thehe was number ani gendersgreement between determiners and' nouns.

El bebito,
0. Poniefidose los calzones.

More often, however, the determiner did 'not agree with the noun in number and gender.-

a.' UnajlStano grandote (should be "uni,instead of "una")-
Un pantalones.(should.be "unos" tnstead of "ue)

4-

Object pronouns. Reflexive and direct object proJouns were the most frequently

used object pronouns.

a. Yo lo voy a hacer.
b. Se va A caer. Si no, no se tiida.

Intlirect object pronouns tore used less frequently and with less Proficiency.

For example one subjedt .created the, oecasion for the, use of 91e" in the Otteranci

"Lava la mano a 614, but the object pronoun "le" was not7esent in any utternace

'in the sample obtained. Generilly objects agree with Li6e1r antecedents. First

and second person object were used appropriately.

a. Ya me votpara la casa. -

b. Te pago.

There is sone evidence of lack of differtntiation between the indirect and direct

..object third person pronouns,."le" and "lo".

a. Echarles aquf, ("Los" Is appropriate)

. b. /Como le hizo? ("Lo" is appropriate)
e. Le pequfi. ("La" is appropriate).

4

e''
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Poftession. The childrep used the "de" plus nouripronoun form to indicate

possession.

a. Este es el moto del sefior.
b. fs de una maestro..

Some possessive pronotins were used also (e.g. mi, tu).

A. illy, sus ojitos!
b. /Este et tu

Clauses. Clauses began to appear ip this developmental stage. nal,

adOerbial, adjectival, and subjunct4e clause forms were used. //

a. LUn monstruo que fue ast?
b. Es pa cuando se cuelga Big Jim.

Of the children who used the subjunctive, two usually provided the inflectional

changes in the verb required in the adult norm: One subject usually supOlied the

syntactic occasion for the subjunctive, but used the indicative form of the v7rb

in the dependent clause.

Semantics. Focus.was observed in all.of-the children in this developmntal .

stage.

, a.. esta, una cata..
b. EstS,mojado este, el. zacate.

At this stage Of development, the children were beginning to make comments about

_cause'effest relationships.

a. Experimenter:
Child: No
Experimenter:
Chfld Porque

/Te gustan los animales?

/Por qu6 no?
me pican.
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Third Developmental Stage
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There were sevenchildren fn this group, filie males aged 3-6, 4-2, 4-2,

.4-61and 4-10 and too females aged 4-3 and 4-5. The parents of three of the

children spoke English and Spanish. The parents of two'of the children4s.pgie

only*Spanish. The father.of the last child spoke English ind Spanish whtle the

mother spoke only English.
9

The third developmtIntal stage of language acquisftion in this group of.bilingual

chifdr'eni was characterized'by.the utilization of a greater variety of strategies
.

.

'.

command and negatlon state1iiI6. Also the children used adverbial,

r
adjectival clauses with greater frequency. In general, whilp the.

to formulate

nominal, and
. ., .

.
.

horizontal development appeared to be more expanded than the vertical development.

There was also an expansion of.lexical items and verb forms.

Horizontal Development

The deClarative statements were generally in .the strOctural foray verb-objeck

)Nr. subject-verb-object.

a. Tiene la falda.
b. Un conejo anda comiendo.
C. Yo tengo mi tren.

/ The subject pronouns wre often not used since the verbs are inflected. Also

the structural forms verb and verb-i6bject were found, although less frequently.

a. EstS trabajando
b.. Hay un monito.

Thertrwere also some structures in the forin of a partial sentence which, again,

Were in response to.utterahces previously produced by another person. 4

a. Con una tualla.
b. Abajo.

42.
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Most of the commands mere in the familiar form. None' of the children had

more than one comMand in the formal form. Almost all of the commands were

inflected. As a result, very few Subject pronouns were used. The structural form

of the commands_were in the form of verb-object word order.

a. Dimelo.
,b. Pontp los lentes...'

4- The citildren also used negative-coilMands in the structural form of no-verb-object.

a. No te muevas la mano:
b. No se lo quftas.

There were three types of question forms commonly utilized by the children

in 'Ws developmental stageil information seeking questions, questions requiring a

sf/no response and tag questions. The most frequently employed.questfon form-was

the information seeking question.

a. 4C6mo se llaman?
b. /Cual Were ir para,fuera?

Subject7verb inversion was emerging in this developmental stage although its

40
usewas infrequeht.

a. 4106nde esti el otro pedazo?
b. /Qui esti color rojo?

The structural form for sf/no questions was geneirally a declarative statement

plus rising intonation.

-a. 4Se puede jalar?
b. Un arbolo?

Again, subject-verb inversion was observed, though infrequently.

a. /Se llaman animalitos?

*Verdad" was used frequently as a tag question at the beginning and endwrof utter-

ances, as well as "eh?"

.13
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a. LQue es aqui', eh?
b. aerdad.que no?

he Children in this stage generally produced negatives with the structural form

of (subject) -no -verb -object. .

a. No tiene una puirta allt.
. b. No me gusta este litm

Negative lexical items began to appear in thelanguagesamples of these children

(e.g.', nada, nadie).

a: Nadie estS manejando.

Tbe use of dOublellegatives was also observed.

a. Esto no hacenada.
-b;-- No se llama nada.

Vertical DeveloOment

SubJect-verb alreement::;. Subject-verb agreement was consistently present.

a. Son muchOs animalr.
b. El va a agarrar s was. ./e

Verb forms. The children used a greatervariety of tenies than were emploYld

in the previous developmental stage. Those most frequently used were the present

tense, the preterit, the imEierfect, the present progressive, the periphrastic

future and the present and past perfect forms of the indicative. Occasionally,

the children used the.subPjunctive verb form.

a. Yo estaba, yo estaba jugando cuaodo...
b. Mira, yo hizo una letra con este.
c. Pa'que tu me saques.

Overaeneralizations. Almost all of the overgeneralizations occurred with

"-er" irregular verbs. The most commonly overgbneralized verbs were poner, saber,

hacer, tener and caer.
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a. 'Aim como se hizio.
b.. Poni un stia allf.

Modifier-noun agreement. There was an increased use of modifiers in this

stage of development. Number and gender.agreement between adjectives and noUns

tended to be consistent.

a. Esos todos van ant..
b. Es otro carrito.

Number ind gender'agreement between determiners and nouns was incontistent.

a. Ese va con el oso.
b. Ahora un chiquitos ("un" should be "unos")
c. 406nde estS el chupadera? ("el" should be "la")

4ot

Object pronouns. There was frequent use of direct, indirect and reflexive

pronouns.

42

a. Ahorita te lo voyA dar:
b. /Por qu6 se quite.

.

Again, there was a tendency to confdte the third

pronouns "loge." However, "lo" was usually.not

person.direct and indirect object
a

Confused where it normally

should have appeared butt rather, wai confused where "le" was normally uted.

a. 'Voy a hablar_a mi papa.
b.. La poniti las aretes. * 4'.

Possession. Again in thilPdevelopmental stage, the 'pOsessive was marked

,through the use of "de" plus a noun/pronoun or possessive pronoun.(e.g.,ygo,

luyo, suyo).

a. /Td. tienes uno de esos que van muchos
b. No, no garres mis colores.

Ciausei. At this stage, the children used, with greater frequency,.a wider

variety of clauses than did the children in the previous'developmentalrstage.

These clauses .Were also more expanded than those preriously observed. MoStmere

adverbial and nominal with some adjectival and subjunctive clause evidence in

4 5
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the languagesamples.

a. El elefante que hicio pipi estaba llorapdo.
b. Ella'sabi que es. )

c. LPa qu6 te lo pongas, Norma?

Semantics. Focus was observed more freqUently in all the children in this .

developmental than in'the first two stages.

a. EstS saliendo de allf, agua.
b. El monfto este.

Much the samelas in the second deirelopmental stage, statements expressing cause

and e1`f6n)were present though infrequently employed. ,

a. No le digas:a mi mama,pporgile se enoja.
b. Este va a ir con 61 porque estS color rojo.

Fourth Developmental 5tage

There were six children in the fourth.developmental stage. There:were

four females aged 5-8,-5-9, 6-0 'and 6-3: There were two' males aged 5-0 and 6-0.

The parents of four of the children ;poke onty Sprish. The parents of two of the

-\
thildren spoke English and Spanish. Both horizontal and vertical development'

were more expanded than was previously observed.in the other developmental stages.

Horizontal Development

Verb-object:and subject-verb-object word orders generally comprised.the

detlarative statement forms.

/ a. Yo pensaba que estaba feo este libro.
b. Voy a hater una casa., .

Octasionally, the structural fdrm oevirb-subject was used by.the children.

a. Estaba un bird.
b. Pican los C67igos.

46 4.
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.Command statements took th)0 form of verb-subject-object. Familiar as well

as the formal command forms appered in the speech of most children.

a. Canten, ya te cloy comida Iformal).
b. Mira,la caja (familiar).

Affirmative commands Were mofe prevalent in the language samples of the children

in this'stage.than wer4Ihe negative Ommandt. .

a. Pon esto aq. (affirmative command)
b. Tonces vente conmigo. (affirmative command)
c. Otra veal no te comes.la -ropa. cnegative command)

When object pronouns occurred pith the,comiand form, they were properly placed

for affirmative and negative cgmmands.

a: Ho la metas.
b. GuSrdalos.

The children gf the fourth developmental 'Stage produced threeltypes of

Nestion forms, questions seeking information, questions requiring a Ohio

answer, and questions seeking verification, or tag questidhs. In the information

seeking questions, the question word appeared at the beginning.of the structure in

all cases,.occasionally accompanied by subject-verb inver'sion.

. a. Oónde vas til? (subject-verb inversion)
b. LPor qué ella esti riendose: (no subject-verb inversion)

The children produced two structural question forms for questions requiring a

0/no response: verb=(subject)-object or a declarative statement plus ft rising

intonation.

a.. LQuieres que te mate?
b. LEsta es?

Tag questions were frequently used by the children in the developmintal tage.

Generally, a declarative statement would be followed by "verdad" or a form of the

verb "ver".

4 7
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- a. Ulna iibora, ve?
b. LEste va aqut, verdad?

-

The use of the negative word "Me preceded the verb' in the negative

statements produced by children in. this developmental stage.

d. No me lleves mi rope.
b. Ya no me acuerdo de_mucholo. e".

Also, the children used a great vartety of other negative forms (e.g., nada, nadie,,.

nunca, ni).

a. Es que.nedie juegi conmigo. -

b. Nada.

Double negatives were also .employed though infrequently by the children in this

stage.

a. Yalkp falta nada.
b. Porque casi no tenemos nada de =tide.

Vertical Devetbpment

Subjecf-yerb agreement:- ,Subject7verb agreement occuried consistently in

ttlis developmental stage.

a.' YO no.le quiero detir.
b. Estos son pare las muiquitas de acS dentro, verdad..

Verb forms. The children utilized the same verb forms in this developmental

stage as in the previouS stage with the addition of' the conditional and future

1

tenses.

a. Me gustarta.
b. Sera.

Overgeneralizations.

tions occurred with "-er"

Again, as in the last Stage, most/Of the overgeneraliza-

irregular verbs. The most commonly overgeneralized

verbs were poner, Saber, querer.
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Modifier-noun agreement. Adjectives and adverbs were moderate in nwnber in

the language samples of these children. Adjectives- and nouns.usually agreed in

number and gender in the speech of all children. Also, there was little disagree-

ment between nouns and artiOes.

a. Llor6 porque esa esti grandote pues y esa estS chiquita.
b. /Por qué los carros se van acS?

Occasionally there was not only a lack of agreement in number and gender between

determiners and nouns, but the article was sometimes.omitted.

a. Es una tonto. (should be "-un" tonto)

b. Van a agarrar todos *los. (Should be "unos" malos)

, Object pronOuns. "Le" and n10" confusion was stilkoccurring.although very
4.

infrequently.

a. 1' Ias bumpers le estaba.

,"Le" and "lo" were also omitted from the speech of:several of the Stage Four

children.

a. Porque yo voy a hacer ahorita. ..

There was some number/gender disagreement between the direct object pronoun and

its antecedent.

a. Y luego esta b ponemos.

1 b. ...Pero uruA no la vi.

1

'Possession. Most of the Stage Four children used the structure "de" plus

noun to form the possessive. Pos;essive pronouns such as mi, ti, etc. were used

frequently also.

a. Es del nino.
b. Ana es la hermana de Lily:

Clauses. Advejj,il cl

juociive clauses were used

auses,.adjectival

frequently in th

clauset, nominal clauses, and sub-

speech samples of all children.
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a. Aquel, dohde estin los animalitos pa ponerlos. -

b. Tiene qud esti un animal que le gusta adentro del agui.

f c. Yo'pensaba que estaba feo este libro. .

d. Eso gs-la puerta pa' que salgan los de adentro.
..

Semantics. 'Fq'cus s a n observed in the la*age samples of the children

in the last developmental stage.

a. 'Eso lo pongo para atris.
b., cos'as, muchas cosas.

Statements containing wise and effect relationships were employed more frequently

by-the children in the last developmental stage.

a. Esti brincando porque esti lavando.
b. Se quebraron potrque no of tampoco.

5 0
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Discussion
0

49

It has been tne primarY intent of.the present paper to provide i broad

description of the linguistic development of English and Spanish among young ,

bil1ngual children. 'While the analysis treated the development of English and

Spanish as separate strands, the discussion will attempt to bring the strands

back together in order to summariie as specifically as possible the present findings

about bilingual language acquisition. Bdckground data on the.childrep will be

included in .the discussion in brder to provide a more complete picture about how

these children developed bilingually.

The:Bilingual Children: Who were they and, where did they came from?

One'of the most fascinating aspects of the research for the present paper

was. the searth for bilingual children. !lore than sixty families were interviewed

in an attempt to locate children who could meet the criteria required by the

study. Each child hadto be simultaneously acquiring both English and Spanjsh,

and each had to be productive in both languages. The ratio of produdtion of the

dominant language to bordinate cbuld not exceed two/tilirds. The children

who were able to meet these criteria fell into three groups to be discussed pres.

'ently.- First, however, it is worth discussing the children who were not able to

meet the criteria.

Thelargest proportion of children unable to meet'the language requirements

of.this study fell into the youngest age groups, the twoyear olds,and the 2-6.

year olds. Several children were.interviewed from each of these age groups,

sampling was begun with most of thbm. However, the date from only one two year' vi

V

old and two 2-6 year olds was used in the final analysis. In all of the other

5 1
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cases, the childre; demonstrated too much preference for their dominant language

to be used in this study. Considering the great effort put forth in the search

for tnfant bilinguals,'it seems fair to'suggest that most children +.4ho become

bilingual in Spanish and English (in the Santa Barbara-Goleta area) do not begin

to exhibit bilingualism 'until a later age,'around theee ye4rs. That is to say a

that most potentially bilingual children in thii area begin as monolingual Spanish

speakers,and pick Up English as they begih to have contact with English tOeakers.

the ,children who participated in the present study fell into three 'groups

according to language dominance. these grot;ips suggest certain factors affecting

bilingual developmeht. The ten Spanish-dominant children were all children of

monolingual Spanish speakers.. Their English was learned\either in schools cir

day care centers-or from older siblings. The four children for whom no dominance

Was detected were all children of bilingili.,parents, with one eXception. This
, -

child's parents were monolingual Spanish speakers. However this,child's friends

were generally monolingual English spd'akers. The children in this groUP.thus

began learning both English and Spanish at home.- The four English-dominant

children were the childi-en of bilingual parents; with one exception. This child's' .

parents were monolingual Spanish speakers. However, she was the youngest child

in the family.and had several bilingual siblings. In addition the child had

attended-public school for one year, with all instruction in English. This group

of children also began learning English and Spanish at home.

These observations suggest-some patterns concerning the dccurrence of

bilingualis; in this area. The largest number of bilingual children come from

monolingual Spanish-speaking homes. For these children, who tend to be Spanish-

dominant, bilingualism is imperative if they are to function both in the home and

52
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outside the home in-an English-speaking society. For the_same reasons, these are ,.

the children who'are most likely to maintain both languages as they grow up.

In homes where parents and siblings were bilingual, two patterns occurred. One.

pattern was the careful'maintenance of both languages. The other pattern was the

maintenance of both languages, with a tendency for the children to become English-

doOnant. These dominance patterns suggest a continuum from monolingualism in

Spanish toward monolingualism in Englishp This tendency toward linguistic assimi-,

lation is predictable and has'been documented elsewhere (FishMan 1967, Hymes'1957).
A

'While the social 'considerations of bilingual develdpment were not the main concern

of-the present study, they havefieen summarized as pertinent to the characterizatibn

of the children who participated.

How did these children develop bi1in6ually?

The children in this study were cbnsidered to'be acquirihg English and

Spanish simultaneously. It was originally hoped that'all children wha participated

wpuld have been learning both languages from the moment they.flist began to.taik.

Howtver, it was fpund-that many of the bilingual .c.,hildren interviewed had not been

bilingual all ifleir lives, but had started out as monolingual tpanish learnek

who began learning-Engl.ish as a second language somewhere betwer the ages of

three andlive years. (These 6ildren were usually from monolingual Spanish-

speaking homes and beltn learning English through school or day care experiences.)

About half of the children who participated in this study fell into this

"sequentiall; category. 'At some earlier point in their English langUage development,

their speech cd6ld have been analyzed in terms of second language acquisition:

Hoirever, at the time of the study, they were proficient enough as developing

bilinguals,that theirspeech did not differ in any significant way from the

I.
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speech of the bilingual children who had.been speaking both English and Spanish

all their young lives. The.only differente exhibited by the "sequentially-developed".

*bilinguals was their preference. for Spinish., even though their performance ability,

in English was strong. It seems that sequential seconci language Tearnin6 at sdch

an early age is of interest while the child is in thg process of LecOming bilingual.'

Once bilingualism'has been achieved, however, the yourechild handles both languages

as native languages, and cannot be distinguished from the,child who has beeh'

speaking both languages all his life. Some research suggests,that the ability

to acquire a second language with native-like proficienCy decreases as the child

f

approaches puberty (Lenneberg 19G7) and that this ability is governed in ,part

.by certain specific neurological mechanisms.whose functioning declines around

puberty.

It is interesting to note that one child in the present study appeared to be

very much in the process of becoming bilingual. Her_Spanish was at par With that

of the children in the fourth developmental stage, while her English Was approx-
.

imately two developmental stages below her Spanish. Her English cguld only have

been analyzed in terms cif second-language acquisition,. and thus las not included

in the final report here. It is of interest to note, however\, that the structures

she used in Engliih were very'similar to' those used by'child4n at the second

developmental stage in English,.although her thoughts tended tO'be'more coMpex.

Actual cases of interference from Spanish to Englith weri.not found. In a general

'and tentative way, the English speech of tnis child resembles that of other

childremlearnini English as a second linguagé (see [May and Burt 1972 and 19741.

What were tfie general stages noted in bilingual development?

The language data from the children between the,ages of 2-6 and '6-0 years

suggested fouift definable'developmental.stages in both.-Spanish and English., The

5 4
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data from the one 2-0 year old pOsed several problems, however, when the time came

to match children and developmental stages. First of all,mith all the other

children English was anilyzeOeparately from Siianish. With the two year old,

however, it would have been misleading to separate her utterances into these

categories. Ai no time was any differentiation made between the twottlanguages.

Her utterances,mhiCh were all one to three wprds in length, occurred in bah

English"and Spanish with both'experimenters. Furthermore, there was no item -

duplication between languages, Thus she used the word shoe,.but never zapito;
*

she used the command ten ,in S6anish, but never it's Englfih equivalent, take (it)

or have (it). In a very real wise: this child's first language was bilingualism.

A second problem with this .Child's first language data wis that her uttirances

were fewer in numbepethan those obtaihed from other subjectl. FurtherMore, no-

other children in the study appeared"to resemble her developmentally as far as

lahguage was concerned. As mentioned earlier, infant bilinguals were nowhere to

be found. ..For these reasonsno definitive statement could bg made about this

earliest "stage" of bilingualkievelopment. If more data from'other children had

supported this pre-differentiation stage,, it would have been considered with

greater confidence as the first stage in.bilingual development. It is important to

note that a similar pre-differentiation stage has been observed elsewhere, which

led to the hypothesis of bilingualiim as a "first language" 1Swain 1972).

Mhe data froth the two 2-6 year olds tends to lend support to the idea that

bilingual children develop from a stage of pre-linguistic differentiation 10 a

stage of linguistic differentiations, with.regard to the two languages they are

acquiring. Each of these children appeared to be in the process of learning to

differentiate between their two languages. In each case, the child tended to

ifeP
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differentiate less when .using his subordinate language. By the time the children

had reached the second developmental stage in both their languages, around the age

of three years, the ability to'differentiate between languages-was well established.

From that point on, all children demonstrated a rmarkable awareness of their

bilingualism, as indicated by their ability to use only the appropriate language

with each experimenter most of the time. ,

Below is A summary of the four developmental stages gf bilingual language

acquisition observed among the children in this study.. The pre-differentiation

stage is labeled as a'pre-stage, and is tentativefy placed ai the first develop

mental stage, for the reasons outlined above.

,Summary of Development of English and Spanish in Bilingual Children

Pres4pe I - Bilingual

1. One...and two-word utterances used including declaratives, commands, questions
and negatives.

2. No differentiation between Spanish and English..

3. No indication of trinsformational.grammar.

IIMIR......M,=011.1w

English Spanish

-Stage I

1. Two and, three word utterances: decla- 1.

ratives commands, questions and
negatives.

2. Transformational grammar began to .

emerge.

Differentiation between Spanish and
English began to appear.

5 (i

Stage

Two arid three word utterances: dec-
laratives, commands, questions and
negatives.

_Transformational grammar began to
emerge.

3. Little differenti
English and Spa

n between
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§tage II

1. Horizontal development - structural
expansion with a greater variety of
strategies used in the formation of
declaratives, commands, lyestions,
negatives.'

2. Vertical development functor words
began to be used.

3. Ability to.differentiate between
English and Spanish became esta-
blished.

Stage II,

1. Horizontal development - structural
expansion, use of clauses to express
cause/effect relationships, appear-
ance of the subjunctive mood.

2. Vertical development - expansion
notab/e in verb Uses command forms
more elaborate.

3. Ability,to differentiate between
Spanish and'English became esta-
blished.

1

Stage III

Horizontal development - appearance
of adverbial and adjectival clauses.

2. Vertical development - greater
variety of adjectives, pronouns,
prepositions; refinement still lack-
ing in some areas, e.g., subject- ,

verb agreement.

3. Differentiation between English
and Spanish.

1.

2.

Stage III

HorizOntal development - more types
of clauses were used with greater
frequency.

.

Vertical development - more lexical .

items and verb forms

3. Differentiation between English
and Spanish

a.

Stage IV

1. Horizontal and vertical development -

expansion.

2. Language began to approximate adult '2.

model more closely.

3. Differentiation between Spanish and 3.

English,

.4

Siage IV,

Horizontal and vertical development -

expansion.

Language began to approximate adult
model more closely.

. -

Differentiation between Eng(ish and
Spanish.

4
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Code4witching[and code-atxing

As mentioned earlier, these children wire observed to develop the ab4lity to

differentiate between their two languages by about the age of three years. The

experimental design with the two "monolingual" experimenters practically required

them to differentiate if they were able to do so. In iome cases, in fad, the

child's tendengy to differentiate between langUages increased during the time in

which language samples Were being taken. Of course in bilingual communities it

is not nearly as necessary to keep one's languages separate as it was during the

taping sessions of the present study, thus the occurrence of code-switching and

code-mixing: Due largely to the limitations imposed upon the children by the

ekperimental design, cod6rswitching and code-mixing seldom_occurred in this study.

When code-switching did occur, the child was usually speaking to someone other than.

the experimenter, such as the mother. Nearly all instances:of code-mixing occurred

with single lexical items, usually houns. In these cases, it appeared that

the lexical item was-simply more available in the.other language. Indeed, cod,7-

mixes usually consisted of borrowing from ihe dominant language. The social

factors operant in bilingual communities which foster code-switching and code-

mixing were notably absent from the tapini.sessions of Ghe pre:Imt study. (See

also Gumperz 1964, 1967, apd Hymes 1967.4

&paring the development of English and'Spdnish

Although this study focused primarily on the sepamt delopment of English

anil Spanish in bilingual children, certain 4ntaresting simiThrities and differences

became apparent in the analysis. These similarities and differences tenoied to

stem from'structural similar'ities and differences between the two languages,

English and Spanish.
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A broad and basic similarity in the development of English and Spanish among
,

these bilingual childrekwas the early and stable developMent of horizontal

strategies (i.e., the basic organizational scheme governing combinations of words

in the formation of declarative'and negative statements, questions, and commands).

Vertical development (i.e., the acquisition of syntactic elapses within organiza-

tional scheina), on the other hand, was characterized Ilk variation and inconsistency,

in both .English and SpaniSh. Thut, for example, t'he horizontal strategy manifested

tn utterances of'the type pbject-verb-object,were established quite early in

English (around 2-6 to 3-0). However, subject-verb agreement, a vertical aspect

of.English, appeared -inconsistently, with some inappropriate usage occurring at'all.

ages observed. Likewise, in Spanish, for eXample, the horizontal strategy

manifested in utterances of the type iubject-verb-objeci also became established

quite early (around 2-6 to 3-0). On the pther hand, variation in vertical

development was evidenced in the,inconsistent occurrence of cleterminer-houn agree-

.ment (in number and gender), a phenomenai/which persisted in all ages observed.

Among the more specific similarities noted were certain para3lels in the dev-

elopment of question strategies .in English and Spanish. Intonation was the first

mlrker used to indicat/ a question, in both English and Spanish (e.g., shoei?,

lestl?). Soon.information Oestions began to be uied (e.g., questions beginning

with who, what, where, or quién,, gyi, dohde). Next, tag questions appeared.

Thus, in both English and Spanish, similar strategies were developed and these

strategies appeared in basically the same order. In both languages, more compli-

cated inversiont and insertions (e.g., pubject-verbinversionl, do-insertion, modal-
.,

insertion) tended to appear late, around age 4 or 5; while the other strategies

mentioned above tended to appear early, between 2 and 3,.and continued to be used

frequently by both the younger children and the older ones as well.

5 9
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Thts sequence_of question-strategy development noted in both Spanish.and English

for these biltngual children was similar to the sequence noted by Hatch (1974)

in her analysis of.the acquisition of English as a second language in forty. chil-

dren. The only difference in sequence watis that Hatch fbund tag questions

preceding Wh- questions (i.e., information seeking questions).

One apparent difference in the development-of English and Spanish occurred

. with subject-verb agreement. In English, subject-verb agreement continued to

occur inconsistently through the ages of 5 and 6 years. In Spanish, however,

ft

subject7verb agreement Was established around the age of 3 rars. Another apparent -

difference in the development of English' and Spanish with this group of bilingual

children was the omission of the_copula in English. In Spanish, the copula was

almost never omitted. BOth of these.differences can be reasonably explained by .

the fact that in Spanish the verb carries a greater functional load than in English.

Since the inflected verb fn Spanish indicates "specific" person as well as tense,
.13

communication can be hampered,:,,by thenon-conforming use of inflections. The

importance of thi verb ismagnified 41, the fact that Spanish,permits deletion of

- the subject within an utterance. For these reasons, it is vital for communication

that children begin to manipuTate appropriate subjeet-verb agreement in Spanish

at an early age$ which is apparently precisely what they do. Since the subject

is frequently deleted in Spanish, leaving the verb to indicate the subject, it

is understandable why copula deletion was not observed. In the few cases where

copula-deletion was observed in Spanish, the subject was expressed, yielding a

syntactic pattern identicalto the type generally observed in English utterances

exhibiting copula-deletion (i.e., subject-copula deleted-predicative complement). ,
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,

Other.differences occurred between English and Spanish which do not lend

themselves to comparison because therstem from aspettsjn which English and
4

Spanish are not comparable. For example, confusion occurred in Spanish in the

use Of the direct and indirect'Object pronouns in the third person (i.e., le-12/

les-los confusion), There was no comparable confusion in.Englisb. Similarly,

the frequent and early appearance of the reflexive in Spanish was not apparent

in English, due to the very different uses of the reflexive found in English and

Spanish. Gender agreement in Spanish, which tended to be inconsistent, had no .

comparable tendency in English. Likewise, the development of the command was

not comparable in English and.Spanish, due to the"great differences between

command forms in the two languages. Similarly, do-finsertion development, a phen-

omenon of Edglish, had no counterpart in Spanish.

Two phenomena occurred in both-English and Spanish which were considered

in the present paper under the rubric of srantics and pragmatics. One was the

construction of sentences which relied upon the existence Of previously established'

linguistic data. For example, a child might say: "That is my house" to which

the examiner might respond, "Uh*at?" and the thild would reply: "Mylouse.".

a. Examiner: Yeah, there's Goofy's feet; there's his arms.
Child: And his, his legs.

b. Egaminer: Yo voy a hater ena puente.
Child: Si, aqui' va.

In both English and Spanish; the addition of new information by the child began

to appear during the second developmental stage, (i.e., around the age of three

years). It is significant in that it deMonstrates the child's involvement in the

act of communication, with its complex interaction of subjtrt', context and inter-

locutors: all beginning at an early age. Besides the occurrence of this very

social type.of speech, many instances of egocentric speech were observed, such
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as the juxtaposition of sentences or phrases without indication of the relation-

ffiips between them. It is ini'eresting to note that the egocentric speech is in

full accord with Piaget's first stage oflanguage/thought development: the

egocentric stage which lasts until about the age of seven or eight (Piaget 1959).

On the other hand, the social involvement indicated in the "addition of new infor-

mation" suggests a good deal of linguistic sociability at an earlier age than

indicated by Piaget. The other phenomenon of ' mantics and pragmatics" which

occurred in-both English and Spanish was focus, i.e. the highlighting of the

subject Of a sentence by reiterating it afier a sli pause at the end of the utter-

ance. The precise significance of focusing is not at all clear. Further

inVestigation of its occurrence in the speech of both children 'and adults is

necessary ,before any assertions can be made. However, the *fact that focus occurred

in both English and Spanish suggests that it may merit further,study.

0

1
It should be noted that the uso of subject-verb inversion in affirmative/

negative (i.e., yes/no) questions differs slightly in Enelish and Spanish.
Subject-verb Inversion is more frequent in English than in Spanish for ttlo
reasons. One is that a declarative structure plus risine intonation.is more

.
commonly used in Spanish than in English for yes/no questions. The second
reason is that since the subject.is often deleted in Spanish, uhat night
have been manifested as subject-verb inversion simpl energes'as a verb only

. dr a verb-object structure, 14I-h-R-iing intonation. These reasons suggest an
explaTaTfon for the slightly greater occurrence of sublpct-verb inversion
-questions noted more inInglish than in Spanish among the children in this
study.
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Suggestions for Further Research
.41a

61

4

First of all, the.cross-sectional design used here has provided a large

amount of information Tegarding the language development of bilingual children.

Further research using a longitudinal deiign would add to this information by

providing a more continuous picture of bilingual language acquisition.

Secondly, it would be of major import to observe the monolingual language

development of an equal number of English-speaking and Spanish-speaking children

for-comparison with the information presented here,on the acquisition of English

-

and Spanish among bilingual children.

Third, psycholinguistic relarch has begunIovrecognize the importance of

understanding the semantic basis of language. Although the language samples

of these children were genera4ly analyzed in terms of their structural forms,

it would be of interest to ireanaly2e ihe data giving greater attention to

Semantic development in bpingual children.

Finally, there is acneed to observe bilingual children as they interact

verbally with their peersj siblings, and other members of their language com-
Lr!

munity.. The structural design for obtaining language samples in this study

was limited to one type of ititeraction, the child-experimenter interaction.

In order to observe the child's total communicative ability and development', it

would be necessary to obtain language samples from a variety of contexts.

6 3
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. Appendix A

In order to obtain children for this study, personnel in schools, churches,

day care centersi communityliaison positions, Mexi,can American Adult groiips,,and

. City and County Housing Projects were contacted. From these contacts, the riamei,'

addresses, and phone numbers, if available, of 350400 Mexican American families

with children between the ages of two and.seven years of-age were obtained.

Initially, aA.letter of introduction, written in both Spanish and English, was%

After waiting a few days to make sure the letters were*

were then contacted by phone to determine if there were any

sent to many families.

received, the families

bilingual preschool children in the home. If the parents indicated over the phone

that there wils-a bilingual child, a personal int'erview was.conducted in the home.

During the interview, the parents were asked questions from a five-part qveition-
,

naire which included the following sections: 1) .subject selection criteria;

2) child,history; 3) parent history; 4) sibling\ history; 5) the child's.interection

within his total speaking environment. At this time, also, the child was obscrved.

to see if he was.able to speak both Spanish and English:

The purpose of the quesstionnaire was to tap, to some 4egree, the environment
. .

in which the child learned and used language. The criteria sectloi 1nclude0

questions concerning the degree of language input (i.e., none, some, half, most,

all) of both Spanish and English to the chtld. The parents were asked to estlicte

how much Spanish or English the child heard in his environmeot. 'Viso included, in

this section wert questions regarding the degree of language cutpot,(i.e., nemk,

some, half, Most, all) of both Spanish and English. As with the-question:s on input,

the prents estimated how much Spanish ao,1 English the child used in his Ultal

speaking environment.',

6 6
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The child history section of the OestionRaire included questions concerning

. the child's birth inforation(e.g., birth date, birthplace, birth rank), language

development -(e.g. WhiCh language(s) was learned first), and educatIon (e.g. which

school, if any, and whether or not the child attended a bilingual

In.the sibling history section, there were questigns concernin

(i.e?, mondingual or bilingual programs), and language development.

ogram).

the education

.e., mono-

lingual or bilingual) of the brothers.and sisters of the child., The padent'history

" section included questions about.the birthplace of the parents and whethr t

parents were bilingual or monolingual. Finally, the questionnaire included a

section regarding the child's language interaction with all of the language uiers

in his environment. The parents again were asked teestimate haw much Spanish or how
,

much Engliih the child heard or/used with other people in his environment (e.g.,

--friends, relatives, strangers, etc.). '

' The children's characteristics were based on information supplied by the
0

parents.to the questionnaires. Of the 19 children,11 were maleynd 8 were fefaleS.

All of the chronological age groups (i.e. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) consisted of both malesand

females. That is, each age group had at least one male and-one,feiale. All of the

children's fathers were born in Mexico. Four of the mothers were born in the United

States. However, the parents of those four mothers were born in Mexico. The rest :

of the.mothers'were born in Nexido. For 12 of the children both Spanisb and English'

were,used from the time language production began. For the remaining 7 children,

Spanfth was acquired first, then English. It is interesting to note that none of

theNchildren acquired English as a first language. -

, :Pariots of 17 of the children reported that.their'Child.heard Spanish half of
4

the'time and.English half oi the ttne. Of the two remaining children.parents r
t

G'?

eq.
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NOI

reported that "sOme" English, but "mostly" Spanish was heard. Considering the use .

4

of Spanish and English;parents of 16 of the children reported the productionsof

hali Spanish and half English. Parents of two other children reported the use of

"some" Spanish, but "mostly" Eiiglish, virile one child's parents reported' the use

r- of *some" English, but "mostlY" SOanish.
.

Regarding the child's interaction with all of the language users.in his

environment, six of theChilaiften spoke half English and half Spanish; two spoke

"mostly" Spanish_with "some English; and 11.spoke all Spanish to their mothers. -

None of the children spoke all English to their mothers. With the fathers, two

children spoke lialf'English and half ipanish; two' children spoke' "mostly"' Spanish

with "some" English;. 11 children Spoke all.Spanish; and one child spoke all Engltsh.
.

,The pattern.of Parental language*use with the child wad'sOmewhat different.
1

Six mothers repoAeethe uie of half Spanish and half English with their children;

four reporteilthe use of "Mostly" Spanish with "s4e" English; eight reported the

use of all Spanish; while only one reported the use of all English. Of the fathers'

use of language:, to thetr.children, 12 fatherslaid they used,All Spanish; four used

"mostlym Spanish but "some" Endlish; two used 61f EnOish and half Spanish; while

one father said that only.English was spoken to the child.'

Of the eight children withyounger siblings, ogre-child used "halfjnglish and

half Spanish; one tisdd all English;Ieile six used all SPanish.. Onthe other hand,.

seven Of the younger siblings spoke "mostly". Spanish.to the.child, while only one

younger sibling.spoke Only English to the child. Regariiihg the 15 children with

older siblings, 13 spoke.half English and half Spanish to the older siblings, while.

one Child used all Englishitand-one 6hild used all Spanish with the older siblings.

The speech of the older siblings tolphe Children was the same as the subjects use

of languige-with the older,siblings.

G

N.00"
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Ten subjects were reported to have used half English ahdialf Spanish with their

friends. Two parents stated that only Spanish was used, while four parents reportei
. 1

that all English was tAed with friends. Regarding'the use of.language between the

child's friends and the Child during peer. interaCtion, Parentsareported that: to

11 of the children, the friends spoke,half'English and half Spanish; to one chiid

t4 friends spoke only Spanish; and to five of the children, the friendsLspoke only
.

English. Parents consistently stated that the child would comunicate.differently

depending on .the language use of the child's.particular friend. That is$ if the

2,friend spoke Spinish,.so did the child or if the friend spoke English, so did the

child.
...

4.

GD

4.

4.

4.

..
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Appendix B

Suggestions for Analysis Write Up
English

68

v--

Please do not write that a child has not acquired something, especially with

the younger children. That is, do not talk about something'as absent, becauseye

did notatake enough language samples to make a definitive-statement about what a

child" doesn't have. You might say something like: "At . years the first

appearanCe of the copula was noted..."

1. One to two paragraph summary of information about your particular age group:

a. general tendency to combine as much information as-possible into one ,

sentence.

b. use of minimal but functional.information.

2. HORIZONTAL DEVELOPMENT - Strategies (general information)

a. -declarative statements (,.g., word order, general appeara

b. questions ()A-, yes/no.) tag, verification--do insertion,

inversion)

c. negative (double negative, no + verb, place of negative

negative forms)

. d. commands

3. VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT - Content.

a, subject-verb agreement, gender and numbee agreement

b. verbs and tenses

c. copula

.1

nce)

subject-verb

use'of other

d. overgeneralizations (verb,'count nouns, "he's gots, where's goes"
4

1 o



e. modifiers -

f. pronouns,

g. articles

h. possession

i. self corrections

4. CLAUSES - conjoining of the Horizontal and Vertical Development

a. adverbial - "I like it where it is."

b. nominal - "I believe that it hurt."

c. relati-ye - "The boy who went with us is there."

d. for/to, to/to complementS - "I'm going to go to the store."
"It is necessary 73,4 her to use it."

5. SEMANTICS AND PRAGMATICS

a. focus

b. cause - effect

c. the providing of new information while deleting old information in response

to a question or a statement,. ,

4.. verb ccnfusion (e.g., see for look, put for gave, etc,)
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.Suggestions for Analysis Write Up
Spanish.

1. Summary short paragraph including, ror example, the principal of least

effort, horizontal versus vertical developme (syntak first, then morphology), etc.

2. Strategy (primary categories)

a. declarative - e.g., word order, richness variety .

b. negatives - no + verb; double negative

c. commands - affirmative, negative with object pronouns, etc.

d. questions

3. Content (secondary categories)

a.. subject/verb agreement

b. adjective/modifier agreement, determiner/noun agr^ement

c. object pronouns - 12/le confusion; omission of lo or le; agreement with

antecedent

d. overgeneralizations

e. conjynctions

4. Semantics and pragmatics

a. focus

b. self-correction( semantics-grammar)

c. adding information

d. seMantic distinction confusion: ter/mirar

e. clauses - adverbial, adjectival, nominal complement

5. Clauses

a. adVerbial clause: Cuando estoynala, no voy a la playa.

72
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b. adjectival (relative): El elefante que hc10 pipi estaba llorando.
11 ombre que vino_aca es mi prim°.

c. ominal: .istf.kst_ANometluemadas. ,

Creo que se fue.

d. complement: Me deja jugar con la de ella.

LANGUAGE INTERACTION

1. MIXED UTTERAWCES

a. as lexicak

2. CONTRASTIVE ANALiSIg.

=1.,

71

a. prorYouns in English seem to be fine once they appear, but some problems

%

in Spanish (e.g., glo confusions reflexive pronolls, etc.)

b. the copula in English seems to present some problems when first learned

(e.g., using it inconsistently), but no problem with these forms of the

verb "to be" in Spanish

C. seltestar always used correctly, but problems with otherverbs .

mirar-ver, general misuse of poner, 1ook-seq6 say-tell, etc.)

REMEMBER: Do not assume that the child has left something out, deleted it, or

it is absent. We don't know,,so try to avoid the useage of those expressions.

45*


